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1 Introduction 

) of k-denwnt sllb
t-dement subsd 
k,X) 

l, v, k is finite. A 
Tihe exact llumber of nOIl-

fur k :3 and 
for v 

A k, A) of k-dnnent subsets (called blocks) of 
a v-dement V such that ('very i-element subsd of V A tjllH~S in 
the blocl<s of D. A k, A) D is called (or elementary) if 
and if which is a A', A') with 0 < AI < A. A 

115*[t,v,kJI <Xi 

~ ~ 
i=l j=l 

Archdtcacon awl Dillitz [1]. Two designs 
are called if and only if there is a 

nr,.n'·"rl-u that every block of D is 

1f(D) with 1f E 8v . 

,D~"", 
D can be built 

where Cti denotes how often the indecomposable design iJi E D*[t, v, k] is to he 
used. The l±J sign means the union of multisets, i.e. if a block B occurs T times in 
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disjoint Fano 
small parameters the number of 
Table 2 w(~ show some 

wlwtlwr 
M. ('olbourn 

whetbt~r a ;L'x) 

2 Results 

III 199:3 Pietsch [16] computf~r program called DESY which ('numerates 
group divisible Ow most structures. Wf~ DESY to construct 
block The C++ program INDES is able to decide whether 
structed in this way is or not. The cornputational results 
in Table 1 with the best time of INDES on HP 

N D ( t, v, A: 1 ,X) 
N E(t, V, k,'x) 

N DC(t, v, A:,'x) 

NSD(t,v,k,,X) 

NS E(t. iJ, k,'x) 

reference 
notations: 

k, ,X) 
is the number of 

k,'x) 
is the Ilmnber of simple, nOll-isomorphic, 
indecomposable k, A) 

Table 1: Numbers of indecomposable and decomposable designs 
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paper missed three U""""'-uu, OlW of them is 

3 The used 

T'he program DESY constructs one 
sentatiw~ is calII'd the canonical 

trivial that 

wen: 
2-

are incorrect. Tiw 
CRe Handbook of 

us(:d. Here '8' 

class. This repre-

We used thn'f' different decide the (111,pst,10n whether a 

The 

us the idea for the' 
D we have to find a 

canonical t-( v, k, 
If we can not find such a 

Let D be a t-(v, k,'x) design. We call the graph G with v(~rtex set the blocks of 
D an d edge set 

the block-intersection graph of D. 
Looking at the block-intersection graph we can say: 
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Theorem 1 
A k, A) V based on a if and only if there a 
A' E 1"1 (1 :.; A' < and a rnlfl71.'Y'?rln 

block-intersection graph such that fOI every pair 
coloured blocks which contain the pair j}. 

of the 

A' red 

A 2 such if the block-intersection graph 
Then the' th(' in polynomial 

We orientated 
of the backtrack-algorithm to the notation which was used Co1-

bourn We have to with 
numbering of the blocks of V. Let 1 the algorithm 

constructed a Vf:ctor , ... , Xi and =I x j for 
j). This vector denotes that the block Xk was coloured red in the k-th for 

of permissibility of the vector X colour blue all yet uncoloured blocks of 
V which contain a j}, which is contained in A' red coloured blocks. 
The vector x is if there is no {i, j} which is contained in more than 
A' red coloured blocks or in more than A A' blue coloured blocks. If the vector x 

not we uncolour the block coloured blocks. The set 
contains all blocks which can occur in the r-th of the vector :1;. If IS 

not empty we choose the first block for Xr and delete it from We make 
the test of permissibility. If the set Xr is empty then it is necessary to backtrack 
to the previous component of the vector and block :r:r-l' If Xl is 
the stops because there does not exist colouring with 
the vector x is permissible then we sf:arch for a pair j} which is not contained 
in A' red coloured blocks. If such a pair does not exist we have found a 
colouring of the block-intersection graph. If such a {i, j} exists then we form 
a new set X r+1 which has as elements all uncoloured hlocks containing {i, After 
choosing a block from X r + 1 for component X r+l and removing it from the set 
we start again. 

The'loin'-algorithm: 
Our aim is to build all canonical, decomposable t-( v, k, A) designs. A given canonical 
t-( v, k, A) design V is indecomposable if and only if we can not find it in the set thus 
built. 

Theorem 2 
Every decomposable) canonical t-( v, k, A) design V* is isomorphic to a design V) 
which can be built as the union of a canonical t-( '/), k, AI) design V; with an indecom
posable t-( v, k, A2) design 152 with the property that l ~ J ~ A2 and 152 is isomorphic 

to an indecomposable) canonical t-(v, k, A2) design 15;. 

V* =:: V 

If we try all possible combinations of the union of a canonical design with a per
muted, canonical, indecomposable design, we build every decomposable, canonical 
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of Jf(V). The 
group. This group callt~d thE" autolllof

au·torno:rplllSlll1 groups for r1p.~rp",c:,no· the 

TheoreIll 3 
Let 'VI be a 

k, A2) 
group and let 

gr01tp Av,i(V2)' Then we have for all 

tlH~ WI:, havf' lot of permutations which 
For characterisation of these ~'C.l.1HU UC"Ul'-nl,~ we define an 

tht, same 
relation 

for elements 7Th 

71'1 ('.J 

So we have to work with one r~'T,r""0<'rl from each dass. 
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